COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

COLLEGE OF STATEN ISLAND
THIRTY-FIFTH COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES

THURSDAY, JUNE 2, 2011 at 10:00AM

GREAT LAWN

2800 VICTORY BOULEVARD
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10314
PROGRAM

PROCессIонаI

PresentaTиоN

Grand Marshal
John Verzani

Professor and Chair, College Council

PRESIDING OFFICER

William J. Fritz
Provost/Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs

NATIONAL ANTHEM

Marissa Pontecorvo ’11
Signing by CSI ASL Students

INVOCATION

Reverend Dr. Tony Baker
St. Phillip’s Baptist Church

WELCOME

Tomás D. Morales
President, College of Staten Island

GREETINGS

Kathleen M. Pesile ’73
Trustee, The City University of New York
On behalf of the Board of Trustees

Vice Chancellor Pamela Silverblatt
The City University of New York
On behalf of Chancellor Matthew Goldstein

Michal Kruk
Professor, College of Staten Island
On behalf of the CSI Faculty

CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES

Tomás D. Morales

Denis M. Hughes
President, NYS AFL-CIO
Doctor of Letters, honoris causa

Diane Kelder
Professor Emerita, The Graduate Center, CUNY
Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa

John Noble Wilford
Author and Journalist
Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa

RECOGNITION OF PRESIDENTIAL MEDALS

Tomás D. Morales
Salvatore J. Cassano
Dolores N. Morris ’78
Dr. Fred Naider

INTRODUCTION OF KEYNOTE SPEAKER

William J. Fritz

KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Thomas P. DiNapoli
New York State Comptroller
INTRODUCTION OF VALEDICTORIAN
  William J. Fritz

VALEDICTORIAN ADDRESS
  Melissa Horne ’11

INDUCTION OF ALUMNI
  Vullnet Kolari ’98
  President, CSI Alumni Association

PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES
  William J. Fritz

CONFERRING OF DEGREES
  President Tomás D. Morales

RECESSIONAL

Immediately following the ceremony: Departmental Exercises
Reception for graduates and guests: Campus Center at 12:30pm.

Interpreters: Anna Carter and Elizabeth McNelis
COLLEGE HONORS

CSI Valedictorian  Melissa Horne ’11
CSI Salutatorian   Brian Kateman ’11

COLLEGE AWARDS

Arleigh B. Williamson Liberal Arts Award  Christina Terracino
Clara and Arleigh B. Williamson Award  Ilyssa Silfen

Phi Beta Kappa Associates Awards
Eileen Brown, Jenna Calderon, Angelica Farin, Paul Friedman, Natalie Gratkowski, Melissa Horne, Brian Kateman, Eugene Lempert, Regina Miller, Jessica Ng, Michele Olinsky, Denise Sforza, Ilyssa Silfen, Anna Theodoropoulos, Georges Bouobda Tsemou, and Gail Wodkiewicz

DEPARTMENT AWARDS

DIVISION OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

BUSINESS

Business Department Faculty Award for Excellence
Praveen Lal
Rhoda and Bernard Blau Award
Jacquelyn Cannizzo
Beverly Curry Memorial Award
Nayanjala Fernando
Lorraine and Gordon Di Paolo Management Awards
Walter Strick
Gabriella Totino
Jason Wise
Lorraine and Gordon Di Paolo Marketing Awards
Kyriaki Kosmidou
Michael Levine
Jonathan Moll
Andrew Esterly Award for Academic Excellence
Chunnu Huang
Dr. Libero Giovanni Moretti Award
Christie Yates
Charles Pinzolo Award
Fatmira Elezovski
Burton S. Player Award for Academic Excellence
David Gonzalez
New York State Society of Certified Public Accountants Award (Bachelor's Degree)
Weida Lam

Wall Street Journal Achievement Award
Svetlana Skobeleva

CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award for Academic Excellence in Business
Elena Donchenko

EDUCATION
Kopple C. Friedman Commencement Award
Jenna Howard

Harris Goldberg Memorial Award
Felice Muller

Judith Summerville Memorial Award
Joanne Brennan

CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award for Academic Excellence in Business
Kristina Schipani

ENGLISH
Carson and Ruth Alexander Award
Anthony Di Pietro

Grace S. and Thomas Feola Award
Gregory Gibilaro

Earl Jacobs Memorial Award
Carissa Lobianco

Creative Writing Award
Melissa Horne

English Department Linguistic Award
Monica Lucarini

English Department Literature Award
Janine Harouni

Ely Stock Memorial Awards
Michelle Nastacio
Salvatore Tarantola

MA Awards in English
Warrick Bell
Laura Loiacono
Lori Petrarca

CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award for Academic Excellence in English
Natalie Gratkowski

HISTORY
Professor Herbert Foster-James Sturm-Don Hausdorff Memorial Award
Marissa Misiti

Stanley Plastrik Memorial Commencement Award
Christina Landolfi

CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award for Academic Excellence in History
Charles Kosa
MEDIA CULTURE

Media Culture Department Award: Cinema Studies
Seth Harris

Media Culture Department Awards: Communications
Megan Barclay
Marie Mignone
Natasha Toal

George Custen Memorial Awards
Kristie Falco
Ellen Grasso
Moshe Shushan

Elliot Rubenstein Memorial Award
Michael Maslankowski

CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award for Academic Excellence in Cinema/Communications
Qimei Luo

MODERN LANGUAGES

Modern Language Department Award for Excellence in Spanish
Jorge Soto

Modern Language Department Award for Excellence in Italian
Alessia Savoia

Claudi Corradini Award
Jennifer Zuccaro

CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award for Academic Excellence in Modern Languages
Rodolfo Rivera

PERFORMING AND CREATIVE ARTS

Andrea Batista Award
Thomas Reilly

Performing and Creative Arts Department Awards: Art
Ewelina Berc
Christina Carannante
Iman-Ayeesha Platt

Performing and Creative Arts Department Awards: Music
Jenna Calderon
David Glorioso

Ted McIrvine Memorial Award
Gregory Quagliano

CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award for Academic Excellence in Performing and Creative Arts
Jenna Calderon

POLITICAL SCIENCE, ECONOMICS, AND PHILOSOPHY

Donna Mayer Awards for Academic Excellence
Olalekan Afolabi
Paul Friedman
Oded Remba Memorial Awards
for Excellence in Economics
Elena Donchenko
Laura Medina
Yuliya Repita
Svetlana Skobeleva
Nicholas Song

Laura Schwartz Memorial Awards
for Excellence in Political Science
Ana Peradze
Jonathan Rossi

Robert J. Schwenk Political Science Award
Michele Olinsky

Excellence in Philosophy Awards
Clare Baran
Julia Hayes
Brian Kateman
Gary Raia
Diane Verbovetskaya

CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award
for Academic Excellence in Political Science,
Economics, and Philosophy
David Gonzalez

PSYCHOLOGY

Psychology Departmental Award
Gail Wodkiewicz

Anita Conte Memorial Award
Alyssa Ann Bono
Ruth Lieberman

Mark Guterman Memorial Award
Benjamin Silfen

Anya Gabriela Kuppersmith Memorial Award
Jessica Ng

CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award
for Academic Excellence in Psychology
Alexa Scharf

SOCIOLOGY,
ANTHROPOLOGY,
AND SOCIAL WORK

Judith Balfe Memorial Award
Lovicia Newsome

Emil Oesterreicher Awards in Sociology
Eileen Brown
Marybeth Melendez

CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award
for Academic Excellence in Sociology,
Anthropology, and Social Work
Eneida Patricolo
DIVISION OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

BIOLOGY

Biology Department Faculty Awards
Paul Handdog
Brian Kateman

Biology Department Faculty Award and the Joseph and Eileen Carlton Memorial Fund for Service to the Biology Department
Regina Miller

Melvin Baumel Memorial Award in Medical Technology
Hayat Elatioui

Paris Garcia Memorial Award
Christine Beshara

CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award for Excellence in Biology
Eugene Lempert

Joseph Vagvolgyi Memorial Award
Anna Theodoropoulos

CHEMISTRY

Chemistry Department Award
Lukasz Krawiec

CRC Press Chemistry Achievement Award
Georges Bouobda Tsemou

Patricia A. Nolan Award
Jose Saltos

CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award for Academic Excellence in Chemistry/Biochemistry
Tony Jin

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Maung Aung Memorial Award
Charles Graffeo

Warren G. Simmons Memorial Award
Dean Kunjravia

Augustin Tuzhilin Memorial Award
Dan Hoizner

Computer Science Department Awards
Nazmul Ahsan
Matthew Eisenberg
Dan Hoizner
Dean Kunjravia
Hyuk Ho Song
Jae Yeum

MS in Computer Science
Joseph Caputo
Snehal Mehta
Krushbhu Rupani

CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award for Outstanding Service in Computer Science
Jae Yeum
ENGINEERING SCIENCE
AND PHYSICS
Giovanni S. Impeduglia Memorial Commencement Award
Nicholas Rollizo
CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award for Academic Excellence in Engineering Science and Physics
Valerie DeAngelo

ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGIES
Henry Huang Memorial Award
Mohit Choudhary
Morris E. Levine Memorial Award
Anthony Bartolotta

MATHEMATICS
Sberry Blackman Memorial Award
Raechel Strobel
Louis Blake Memorial Award
Ensela Mema
Benedict Carlat Memorial Award for Outstanding Work in Mathematics
Anna Theodoropoulos
CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award for Academic Excellence in Mathematics
Ilirjana Duka

NURSING
AAS Award in Nursing
Angela Ortiz
BSN Award in Nursing
Hajung Lee
Maria Pagani
MS Award in Nursing
Cherrisse Bunch
CSI Auxiliary Services Corporation Award for Academic Excellence in Nursing
Cora-Ann O’Regan

PHYSICAL THERAPY
Physical Therapy Department Faculty Award for Service in Physical Therapy
Peter Bonadonna
New York Physical Therapy Association
Brooklyn-Staten Island District Meritorious Student Achievement Award
Peter Bonadonna
Physical Therapy Faculty Awards for Excellence in Physical Therapy
Robert Barberesi
Peter Bonadonna
Maksim Iolin
Vadim Plaxine
Suk Song
Alesia Tanios
INTERDISCIPLINARY AWARDS

CORE 100 Award
Christopher Bailey

Federick M. Binder MALS Award for Outstanding Scholarly Achievement
Eddie DeLeon

The Richard Gid Powers Award in American Studies
Jonathan Rossi

Stephen J. Stearns and Sadrul A. Khan Memorial Award
Dorey Houle

Environmental Science Award
Daniel Spadaro

Honors in Science, Letters, and Society
Kristina Schipani
Jamie Tornatore

Information Systems
Martin Kollik
Gayathri Sudarsanan

International Studies
Isabella Cardona

Women’s Gender and Sexuality Award
Angelica Popolano

DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS

Award for Outstanding Service to the SEEK Program
Lesly Carazas

John Conway Memorial Award
Denise Sforza

Billy Fraser Achievement Award
Jennifer Guinta

James Ortiz, Jr. Memorial Award
Brian Melnick

Rehberg Memorial Award for Academic Excellence in Poetry
Jeanette Lane

Female Athlete of the Year Award
Raechel Strobel

Male Athlete of the Year Award
Nikolay Shevchenko

WSIA-FM Student Service Award
Andrew Fine
Steven Hager

Student Government Student Service Awards – Faculty/Staff
Winnie Brophy
Tracey Jones
Michael Mandiberg
Student Government Student Service Awards – Students
Christina Carannante
Meagan Derbyshire
Dan Hoizner
Katrell Lewis
Michael Maslankowski
Andrew Oppenheimer
Lovicia Newsome
Jessica Ng
Washeika Torres

CSI

FOUNDATION PRIZES

Christina Carannante
Jerry Chen

Creative Writing
Jennifer Fitzgerald

Dramatic Arts
Thomas Reilly

Music
Jenna Calderon
David Glorioso
Gregory Quagliano

SAUNDRA FRANKEL MEMORIAL AWARDS

Medical Technology (Bachelor’s Degree)
Yelena Chekoff

Nursing (Associate’s Degree)
Laila Mohamed

Nursing (Bachelor’s Degree)
Maria Pagani

Physical Therapy
(Bachelor’s/Master’s Degree)
Suk Song

OTHER AWARDS

CSI Alumni Association Outstanding Student Leadership Awards
Isabella Cardone
Dan Hoizner
Raechel Strobel

Melvin Baunel Memorial Basketball Award
Dale Taranto

Who’s Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges
Michael Allamby
Deryn Cro
Chaya Englard
Megan Ernst
Melice Golding
David Gonzalez
Katrina Hannan
Melissa Horne
James Larsen
Qing Li
Ann Mackey
DOLPHIN AWARDS

Outstanding Scholarly Achievement by a Member of the Full-Time Faculty
Professor Michal Kruk
Department of Chemistry

Outstanding Teaching by a Member of the Full-Time Faculty
Tracey Jones
Department of Performing and Creative Arts

Outstanding Teaching by a Member of the Adjunct Faculty
Shah Jayman
Department of Political Science, Economics, and Philosophy

Outstanding Service and Contribution to the College by a Member of the Full-Time Faculty
Thomas Tellefsen
Department of Business

Outstanding Service and Contribution to the College by a Member of the Non-Teaching Instructional Staff in HEO Title
Donna Gerstle
Center for Environmental Science
Master's Program Environmental Science

Doriann Pieve-Hyland
Office of Technology Systems

Outstanding Service and Contribution to the College by a Member of the Non-Instructional Staff in CLT and OIT Specialist Title
Joanne Nierkrash-Camhi
Department of Psychology

Outstanding Service and Contribution to the College by a Member of the Non-Instructional Staff in Clerical Function
Jean Coombs
Office of Finance and Administration

Outstanding Service and Contribution to the College by a Member of the Non-Instructional Staff in Maintenance, Operations, and Security
Marilyn Ulrich
Office of Buildings and Grounds

Outstanding Service and Contribution to the College by a Member of the Part-Time, Non-Teaching Staff
Barbara Uszacki
Macaulay Honors College

Outstanding Service and Contribution to the College by a Currently Enrolled Student
Michael Maslankowski
Jolanta Smulski
HONORARY DEGREES

Denis M. Hughes  
Doctor of Letters, *honoris causa*  
You are President of the 2.5 million-member New York State AFL-CIO.

You received a BS degree in Labor and Industrial Relations from Empire State College.

In 1985 you joined the New York State AFL-CIO staff as Political Director and Assistant to the President, ascending to the position of President in 1999. You have subsequently been re-elected to four-year terms ever since.

Upon your election as President of the New York State AFL-CIO, you made creating a more mobile, active, and aggressive statewide labor movement a top priority.

Among your accomplishments are the coordination of labor's successful efforts to secure $20 Billion in federal funding to help rebuild New York City and New York State, in the aftermath of 9/11, and passage of legislation that provides necessary funding for treatment and medical care for 9/11's heroes and first-responders.

You are currently on Cornell University’s Board of Trustees, you have served on a number of state commissions, and you were chairperson of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York's Board of Directors from 2009 to 2010.

Diane Kelder  
Doctor of Humane Letters, *honoris causa*  
You are a prolific and accomplished author, educator, and curator, who was the founding director for the Art Gallery of the CUNY Graduate Center.

You received your BA from Queens College and went on to receive your doctorate at Bryn Mawr College.

With research interests that include the art of the French Revolution, 19th- and 20th-century French painting, the history of graphic art, and early American modernism, you taught at the College of Staten Island from 1971 to 2000, and at the Graduate Center from 1980 to 2000.

You have also served as the long-time editor of *Art Journal*, the journal of the College Art Association, and you chaired the committee that selected the paintings and sculptures at CSI, leaving your mark on the aesthetics of our campus.

In addition, you have presented at numerous professional events and participated in many panels, lectures, and symposia.

John Noble Wilford  
Doctor of Humane Letters, *honoris causa*  
You are a veteran journalist, with the reputation of being the preeminent space reporter in the United States.

You earned your BS in Journalism from the University of Tennessee in 1955 and your MA in Political Science from Syracuse.
Your distinguished career in journalism began in 1956 with a job as a general assignment writer for The Wall Street Journal, and later as a medical writer. You spent a year at Columbia University under a Ford Foundation Fellowship, subsequently taking a job with Time magazine as a contributing science editor, then onward to The New York Times as a science reporter in 1965. You eventually become The New York Times’s best-known science reporter and were instrumental in creating the “Science News” section that elevated the quality of science coverage in the newspaper.

You have been honored with numerous awards for your writing, including two Pulitzer Prizes, and you have held visiting professorships at several universities including Princeton, Syracuse, Duke, Yale, and the University of Tennessee. You have also been the author, coauthor, or editor of eight books.

**PRESIDENTIAL MEDAL RECIPIENTS**

**Salvatore J. Cassano**
As he has supported the people of the City of New York with his dedication and service, today we recognize with the President’s Medal of the College of Staten Island.

**Dolores N. Morris**
As she has committed her time and energy to the people of Staten Island, today we recognize Dolores N. Morris with the President’s Medal of the College of Staten Island.

**Fred Naider**
As he has worked tirelessly to benefit the College of Staten Island and the scientific community, today we recognize Fred Naider with the President’s Medal of the College of Staten Island.
The listing of names, degrees, and honors to be conferred, appearing herein, is subject to such changes, deletions, and additions as may be necessary to conform to the final and official records of the College of Staten Island. This listing includes potential candidates for graduation and is not an official list of graduates. Awarding of degrees and honors is contingent upon certification by the Registrar pending receipt of final grades.

* Latin Honors are granted pending determination by the Registrar’s Office that candidates have satisfied the requirements.

*** summa cum laude (GPA of at least 3.90)
** magna cum laude (GPA of at least 3.75)
* cum laude (GPA of at least 3.50)
† honors in the major
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CUNY Macaulay Honors College University Scholars Program
Reham Elsayed Hassan **

The Verrazano School
Matthew Joseph Beshai *
Brian Shane Brice *
Robert Anthony Crimmins
Charles Andrew Kosa **
Laura L. Medina *
Jessica I. Rothman
Katie A. Ryan
Alexa Nicole Scharf **

Associate in Applied Science
Germeen Abdelmessih
Francine Marie Amico
Nicholas Andreada
Fortino Aparicio-Rodela
Joan A. Artesi
Vitaliy Ayzenberg
Marielle Rose Baker *
Tina Bellino
Caterina Bonomo
Claudiu Cristian Bradeanu
Tatsiana Caches *
Anne Marie Caminiti
Joseph A. Caracciolo
Christine Carrieri *
Tara Castro
Seraldí Chauhan
Shuai Chen
Lee Cheung
Jaclyn M. Chiaccheri
Stella Chiu **
Christina Cianci
Gillian Ariel-Marie Cipriano
Michael Citera
Tara A. Colon ***
Cindy Cosidente
Christopher Costantino
Michelle Cruz
Kayla Rose Davis
Sara R. De La Cruz
Jasmine De Stefano *
Beverly Jean Devonish
Joseph E. Dippolito
Raymund Dominguez
Alexandr Dreyzin
Matthew Eisenberg **
Ivelisse Estevez
Sandrine C. Fami-Ntetmen *
Mariya Feldman ***
Josefina Feliciano
Nick James Feliciano
Harrison G. Ferber
Sandra J. Ferrara *
John Charles Fiore
Alissa Forlenza
Ari Fozailow
Jonathan W. George *
Shady Ghadban
Joshalina M. Gilmore
Brittany Rose Imbasciani
Marykutty Keevathy Itty
Janeth Jimenez
Tiara Nicole Johnson
Zarak Khan
Steven Klein
Monika Klimk
Wan Io Kuong
Yong Li Kwong
Weida Lam **
Paul A. Lantieri
Lisa Moran Magliente
Stephanie M. Martinez
Gabriele Capri McGhee
Rachel Mica-Nicholson
Laila Nadim Mohamed *
Deanna Mojica
Javier J. Monsalve
Catherine A. Montalvo
Carmine Mucciarone, Jr.
Aleena Niebes
Zarina Orozalieva
Anastasija Outkina
Henryka Paczkowski
Michelle M. Paterno
Samire Perasevic
Carissa Pignetti
Erica Plaza-Hernandez
Sharanay Polisetti
Etele Qosja *
Ahmed Radwan
Aaron Andrew Ramirez
Yelena Rasporskaya *
Yuliya Repita **
Stephanie T. Rice
Nikolai Rodney
Kimberly Sage *
Laedi Marie San Luis
Daniel P. Savage
Jihad Shahin
Amanda Renee Shelton
Larisa Shumilova *
Marie Sia *
Pethwahandi L. Silva
Steven B. Silverstein
Adam Spencer
Elena C. Steiman
Barnabas C. Sudre *
Shannon Talvy
JANUARY 2011

Tatyana Tsvik
Ryan T. Van Pelt
Jessica Rachelle Vazquez
Nicole Vinciguerra
Danielle B. Ward-Torres
Regina Askia Williams
Michael J. Winn
Stacy Winter *
Anna Yakir
Christina Youssef
Ching Tung Yu *
Judy Zeng

Associate in Arts
Samson Tolu Abodunrin
Edward Abrams
Victoria F. Aceste **
Kelly Ahearn
Saima Akram ***
Maria Alarcon
Abelardo Aleman
Maryana Andreyko
Michael Anselmi ***
Amanda Janine Antonatelli
Rima M. Attar
Karissa Bayer
Melissa R. Berman
Daniel Bilotti
Amelia Ann Bolognese
Laura Brody
Paige L. Buono
Brendan Vincent Byrnes
Deborah Silva Cannon
Kaitlyn Cantoni *
Jena Caputo
Carmela Cataldi
Amanda E. Chapman
Diana Cianciotta
John P. Clinton
Taise Noel Couto
Jazmen Sade Cramer
Jonathan Lewis Cruz
Paul John Culotta
Matthew N. DeFendis
Jennifer M. Degirolamo
Edith P. del Vecchio
Dana A. Depaola *
Silham H. Doleh
Melissa A. Drake *
Alyssa Marie Drew
Dannis Anthony Dublin
Anthony J. Egan
Michael A. Enahoro
Alexandra A. Espinal
Jacqueline M. Estrema

Angelica Farin ***
Renee Lynnette Ferrara *
Stephanie Ann Figueroa
Jennifer Francois
Brooke Lauren Frankel
Jaclyn Ann French **
Erin K. Fu
Fany Galamb
Alyssa L. Gale
Amanda L. Gallo
Carolyn Giardina *
Jessica J. Gomez
Matthew Goodhartz
Migena Gora *
James Edward Gray, Jr.
George D. Hennig
Christina A. Iacampo
Wannie Estherline Johnson
Elyse Nicole Johnstone
Jeffrey L. Khamis
Patricia Kosa
Ashley Kovoor Kuruvilla *
Rose B. Laguerre
Melissa G. Lalla **
Noelle M. La Piedra
Alyssa Marie LaRocca
Andrew J. Lassen
Jeffrey Lewkowitz
Ze Y. Li
Dabeyva Yamina Lobo
Virgil J. Long
Stephanie Magett
Liliana Maldonado
Valerie Manzello *
Joy Rose Marchica
E. Daniel Martinez
Samantha Matos ***
Peter A. Mauro
LoriAnn Mazzola
Annalisia Meade
Stephanie Amanda Medina
Alyssa Marie Merola *
Shantel S. Modeste
Evalis Maria Molina
Casey A. Mollo
Edward W. Mone
Donna L. Moran
Taulanta Murati
Frank Patrick Napolitano
Ngozi Florence Nnaji
Michael Patrick Olivo
Caitlin A. O’Neill
Danielle Niccole Oszustowicz
Lamecha Othman
Nicholas J. Paccione
Elizabeth Palafox
JANUARY 2011

Paloma M. Palomba **
Andrew Panayiotou
Helen Pao
Fred P. Parasandolo
Joseph Robert Parisi
Sharon Parmesh
Candice R. Pawloski
Adan Paz **
Delilah Pedroza *
Michael Picone
Jillian M. Popper *
Marquis E. Powell
Imani Randall
Jaimie Nicole Reitano
Joseph A. Riccobono
Christopher Lee Rodriguez
Henry Roman
Kirk J. Roses
Pamela Jane Salerno *
Genesis Uriel Santiago
Jovan J. Santopietro
Anthony Sarni, Jr.
Anna M. Savona
Rachel Ann Scalici
Jenna M. Schulman
Laura Schwartz
Briana Shuki
Tatiana Maribel Silva
Keith R. Siragusa
Jorge N. Soto
Christina Terracino ***
Kelly Timari
Jennifer Lynn Torres
Samantha J. Tortorello
Shatae Frances Trotman-Williams
Amanda Marie Turner
Vito Urli, Jr.
Luz Maria Valdez
Janine Vecchio
Daniel Enrique Villalba
Alexandra L. Violetta
Kayla Virga
Indira Vukic Jasarevic
Kimberly Ann Wojcik
Niroshini Yoga
Mark Ruviuim Zaslavsky
Nestor Javier Zelarayan

Bachelor of Arts
Jacqueline Marie Abrams
Adesibi Opeyemi Adebiran
Maryanne Agro *
Rohma Ahmed
Mallory Katherine Ameneiros
David W. Anderson
Christine Arce
Rachel C. Ashur *
Rafael Asusta
Ashley Elizabeth Ayoub
Samantha Baker
Igor Balanovski
Maria Balsamo
Osman Sahid Bangura
Lisa M. Banks
Kenneth M. Barry
Sarah E. Bashinelli
Kevin Bastawrose
Damaris Bianchi *
Lucille Bilali
Robert Louis Biondo *
Sean Sebastian Bogil
Amanda M. Bolognese
Radica Boordram *
Jose Borrero
Philip Brennan
Brian Shane Brice *
Noreen Kelly Brigante
Eileen M. Brown ***
Matthew M. Burns
Caterina Candela
Jaime Cannata
Linda Ann Cappiello
Julie Diana Carro *
Courtney Cartagena
Thiago Completo Carvalho
Daniel Vincent Castellano
Erika Leigh Cella
Shirma Charles-Fortune
Shuang Chen *
Dana Lee Christensen **
Tatiana Ciccarelli
Jessica Ciccotto
Mary Elizabeth Conroy
Nicole Ashley Cooper
Judith A. Couto
Amy Cynthia Crespo
Suzanne Reale Criscione
Stephanie Crowe
Christine Marie Crowley
Daniel T. Cruz
Nicole M. Cruz
Karen Cullen
Mary Fabyan Cummings

Associate in Science
Lauren C. Cybulski
John DeVito
Lisa Marie LaManna **
Yanique Jodieann Lingo
Hina Naveed
Monana Shimova
JANUARY 2011

Diana Di Noto
Martin Anthony Diaz
Heather S. Dmiszewicki
Tanya Leigh Dolcimascolo
Robert James Drennan *
Dannis Anthony Dublin
Majlinda Duka *
Nicole Marie Dzedovich
Meryem Elghazi
Jean Elizabeth Farinella
Tiffany April Farriella *
Giovanna Figueroa
Stephanie Ann Figueroa
Kristen Fitzpatrick
Shannon Lee Foreshew **
Edwin Joseph Geandomenico, Jr.
Antonina Geca
Fiona Germain
Gregory Angelo Gibilaro **
Jessica J. Gomez
Kristen Granata
Aferdita Halli *
Shawn Michael Hamm
Heather Hamrah
Michael E Hanna
Janine M. Harouni *
Seth Harris
Reham Elsayed Hassan **
William Heines
Christopher Hermus
Erika Lynn Hershey
Andrea Jane Hoffman
Cahshiria Donette Hoilette
Melissa Ippolito
Justine Jacobs
Jessica Jorge-Duran
Rebecca Joseph **
Danielle Jurkiewicz
Spiridoula Karagiannis
Kristina Katasros
Devorah Rebecca Katz **
Michael W. Keenan
Jeffrey L. Khamis
Charles Andrew Kosa **
Monica Lalwani
Ashley Lauren Leithauser
Gregory Scott Lewis
Ji Yi Liang
Mia Gabrielle Lindauer
Alfred Peter Lobaito
Carissa Ann LoBianco *
Dabeeya Yamina Lobo
Dorothy Ray Lundgren
Jolene Natalia Maggio
Janine Maniscalco
Lisa Michele March
Michael Marchia

Jamie Leigh Marrariello
Michelle Marie Martinesi
Agnieszka Mazurek
Simone Sue McDonald
John McKenna
Josephine Mellone
Brian Melnick
Robert Miller
George F. Mina
Diana Molic
Evalis Maria Molina
Taylor Ann Moran
Edin Mualovic
Ronald Muwonge Mulindwa
Cynthia Munoz
Elliot David Neiman **
Katherine Nicole Norton
Devon Nicole O'Leary
Adedolapo Oyefeso
Daniel Patrick Palmieri *
Jessica Parco
Encida M. Patricolo **
Samantha Marie Paugh
Laura Pellecchia
Michelle Renee Perlongo
Jennifer Lynn Petrizzo
Kimberly Jennifer Philip
Christina Rose Pietrunti
Blerina Prela
Kimberly Quezada
Danielle R. Randazzo
Giovanni Michael Ravalli
Sadia Razi
Tricia Marie Rega
Gabriel Harris Reiter
Esther M. Reme
Julia Anna Ricci
Danielle Marie Riggio
Rena Roberson
Meyling Rojas
Jessica I. Rothman
Paige D. Rubino
Pamela Jane Salerno *
Victoria Vita Salvo
Daniela Josephine Santillo
Gina Marie Saraceno
Keith William Schacht
Alexa Nicole Scharf **
Mark James Scherel
Jessica Schiazza
Taylor Helene Schnorbus *
Kara Louise Schodowski
Fatima Shirazi
Jaclyn Leah Silverstein *
Ashley Sinclair
Jacqueline A. Smith
Victoria Smushko *
JANUARY 2011

Jorge N. Soto
Erika Ann Stensland
Dina Kelly Stergioulas
Danielle Joy Stern
Daniel Stewart
Christine M. Strommen
Robert J. Susinno
Naqi Azhar Syed
Salvatore Tarantola **
Vincent Robert Tartaglia *
Anthony John Treglia
Tia Marie Udoifa *
Kaitlin Mary Vautrinot
Jessica Lauren Viscuso
Alyssa Nicole Weiss
Carlos Oniel Wilson
Wui Chi Wong
Michelle Marie Wright-Zancocchio
Urszula Wrutniak *
Burcin Yalcin
Sahar Zafar
Jennifer L. Zuccaro

Bachelor of Science
Aravinda Abeysekera **
Joanne Accardi
Borford Gnagne Affi
Alicia D. Alleyne
Lovie Marie D. Amolo
Desiree M. Arroyo
Paakwesi Ashon
Fadil Avdiu
John Gamal Badee
Megan Barclay **
Anthony Bartolotta *
Brian Bekkerman
Angelo Bencivenga
Margarita Beresnev
Matthew Joseph Beshai *
Jonathan A. Birriel
Jason Emanuel Borrero
Charles M. Brown
Fantasia Brown
Raquel M. Brown *
Derek Jon Bruzzese
Ilda Budo
Jonathan Hugh Burns
Omair Shahid Butt
Elvis Cabej
Peter A. Calefato
Kristopher Michael Carbonaro
Maria Carollo
Evangelia M. Carrera
Danielle Marie Cascio
Annette Cassella
Frank A. Castellano
Melissa Xiomara Castellanos
Cassandra Castor
Catherine Cesar
Azra Cekic
Tania Centola
Felicia C. Cerasani
Carol Chan
Andrew Chang
Daisy Chang
Di Meng Chen
Luigy George Chery
Mohit Choudhary **
Stephanie Xiaomin Chow *
Payal Christian
Gabrielle Cofone
John Coltrinari
Marian E. Concepcion
Melissa Diane Cordero
Anthony M. Corsini
Robert Anthony Crimmins
Amanda Marie Cunningham
Philip D’Angelo
Tawana Daniels
Mini Eleanta Davidson
Michael R. DeSimone
Nick DiFalco
Sabrina M. Di Maggio
Thomas Philip DiPietro
Vita Dreyzin ***
Yuriy Dubrovin
Anastasia Creswella Duesbury
Volodymyr Dukhnych
Anna-Kaye Patrice Dunn *
Belinda Dzemovski
Jovita K. Edwards
Pongpitaya Eiamkrasindh
Mayar Elbarawi
Stephen Ennis
Edgar Espinosa
Kate Devon Farley
Harrison G. Ferber
Nayanjala Sohany Fernando ***
Theone Flessas
Richard Fok
Kourtney Lee Franzese
Romany Gaied
Michael V. Gall
Michael Anthony Galletta
Luz Mary Gamboa-Fernando
Joshalina M. Gilmore
David Glorioso
Jason Adam Gonzalez
Mario Lee Gonzalez **
David Graf
Momolu Morris Gray *
Vladimir Gulkin
Nikita Gupta
JANUARY 2011

Meriem Hadjahmed
Nassir Hajjawi **
Jang Heo
Jieun Heo
Emma Roxanne Hernandez
Mohamed Hikal
Johcalfy Hollis
Chunnu Huang **
Lindita Ismaili **
Dianna Rajaah Jaber
Nicole Marie Jaccarino
Tatjana Jacobs
Shay S. James
Mahdi Jawad
Michelle Jiang *
Bojana Jovanovic
Ramiz Kamber
Hany Kamel
Rajendra Managaratnam
Alice Kang
Anum Karamat
John Kesaris
Tetyana Khomyn
Inessa Kovaleva *
Tillie Kwok
Yong Li Kwong
Kevin Le
Hajung Lee **
Karen Shuci Lei
Rina A. Lema
Xiao Yun Li
Wei Lin *
Yanique Jodieann Linga
Nicholas M. Liotta
Antoinette Little
Anthony Louis LoGatto
Lynda Louis-Charles
Magalie Marie Louis-Laurent
Lorraine S. MacLeod
Philip Maniscalo
Gregory Edmund Mannino
Franco Joseph Marchetta
Mohamed Abdulrahman Massaquoi
Kristina Mastroianni
Peter Matheos
Grzegorz Mazurek
Dorian R. McGhee
Isuru Pahala Medagama
Laura L. Medina *
Ian N. Meshel
Elizabeth Mikhail
Anthony Milea
Michael R. Modica
Toniann Modica
Zuhal Senuz Modica
Elisa Mohamed
Nicole Mormando
John Michael Mullen
Madiha Badar Munir
Michelle Munro
Anthony Steven Muscat
Concetta Muscat
Hyung Kyung Na
Sade Naran
Annas M. Nassar
Shashawta Bandhu Nath
Eugenia Nez
QingYun Yuki Ni
Okon S. Okon
Kolade A. Omoladun
Kennedy Onyenwe
David Orshansky
Nelson Luis Ortiz
Eunice Olufunmiike Oyewole
Neil Henry Pacifico
Hye Yoon Hannah Park **
John Sala Pena
Karen E. Peterson *
Lauren Ashley Pfugler
Matthew Pinkston
Erica Plaza-Hernandez
Christine Noel Plude
Cynthia P. Power
Kristen N. Proscia
Lucy Quach
Akram Rajabbacha
Alexandra Ramirez
Jacqueline M. Reno *
Yuliya Repita ***
Lynette Reyes
Eric M. Ricciardi
Syed Zafar Basit Rizvi *
Anthony G. Romano
Santo Rosabianca
Konstantin Roudakov
John C. Ryan, Jr.
Katie A. Ryan
Melissa Marie Santoro
Richard J. Satriano
Ronald Savarese
Shannon Marie Schneider
Maria Scolaro
Hassan Shah
Max Shteyman
Boris Shulman
Zachary Snyder
Christina M. Somma
Nicholas Song *
Vera Spektor
Jennifer L. Sta-Maria
Xiomara V. Stewart
Michelle Aneita Stoddard
JANUARY 2011

Suada Taipovic
Sabera Talukdar
James Tam
Victoria Teslova **
Arthur Tkachenko
Natasha Marie Toal **
Mark Elgene Ventura Toralballa
Paul Tran
Georges Bouobda Tsemo ***
Gregory Alexander Valentin
Teresa M. Valerio
Ryan T. Van Pelt
Dimitry Vavilov
Elena Venessa Vazquez
Vincent John Ventrone
Gianbattista Verna
Ganna Volkova *
Rostislav Volotskiy
Juliana Wagner
Sameh Maher Wahba
Janice Waldmann *
Manoja A. Wanniarachchi
Toby C. Weiss
Danielle Wilde
Simon Wong *
Li Qing Wu
Judith Jin Xiao *
Mi Xu *
Li Li Yi *
Shek Hang Yip
Marianne Youssef
Danhua Yu

Master of Arts in English
Denise Aviles-Vernieri
Melissa Elliott

Master of Arts in History
Jennifer Kathleen Mazzella

Master of Arts in Liberal Studies
Shahid Iqbal
Daniel S. Kane
Ameen Shamsid-Deen
Rose A. Sieniawski

Master of Science in Adolescence Education
Christina Bilotti
Jonathan Hamill
Violetta Aleksandra Surowiec

Master of Science in Adult Health CNS/NP
Danielle Barry
Vivien Li
Jennifer G. Scafuri
Gina A. Steiman

Master of Science in Business Management
Vait Bajramovski
Joseph Edward Brancale
Jeffrey Hession
Michael T. Kusack
James G. Lyons

Master of Science in Childhood Education
Lindsey M. Clark
Junior Antonio Iglesia
Laura Marino
Karen Vento

Master of Science in Computer Science
Maqsood Ahmad
Joseph Caputo
Snehal Natwar Mehta
Alexander Pilyavsky

Master of Science in Gerontological Nursing
Georgann Gilbert

Master of Science in Special Education
Karen Corcoran
Sari Fuchs
Jenna Marie Howard
Urszula Bozena Kuban-Bajek
Jennifer Nicole Marrero
Xchenete Osmani
Ellen Park
Jenna Ann Pillarella
Tonya Sharris Poole
Renee Rizzo
Jennifer Grace Scala
Danielle M. Scianna
Amanda Elizabeth Stocker
Kerry Thomson
Yuliana Vorotilo
Kim Walker
JANUARY 2011

Sixth-Year Professional Certificate
Anthony Joseph Antinoro
Matthew Breslauer
Karen Heidi Brusca
Philip J. Carollo
Christopher V. Cipollo
Donna Colgan-Arena
Renee Anne Cortese
David Anthony Cugini
Rosemarie Danisi
Tara Lynn De Paolis
Robert Adam Fendrick
Jan Feuerstein
Mary E. Jimmerson
Jessica L. Jones
Toniann McKay
Noreen Mills
Carolyn E. Reilly
Tabatha Anne Romano
Peri Tanen
Artemida Tesho
JUNE 2011

CUNY Macaulay Honors College University Scholars Program
Kalpita Abhyankar *
Richard Louis Algarin *
Vincent Balestriere *
Jenna M. Calderon ***
Isabella Cardona **
Alexa Jordan Cimbal
Nicholas Dalonzo *
Valerie Michelle DeAngelo **
Peter Dellegrazie
Ilirjana Duka **
Tony Boshi Jin *
Brian Michael Kateman ***
Michael V. Margarella *
Regina Miller ***
Gary J. Mulligan *
Surendar Ravindran
Jonathan Bart Rossi *
Ilyssa Ann Silfen **
Gayathri Sudarsanan *

The Verrazano School
Artur Bash
Annie Breen
Jillian Clemente *
Anthony Di Pietro *
William Randolph Edell
Michael Ferrandino **
Alexandra Leigh Fink
Natalie Gratkowski ***
Matthew Cararone Greger
Melissa Brevin Horne ***
Anum Humayun
Martin N. Larrosa
Qing Li **
Nicholas G. Litos
Anthony Marciante
Rosemarie Marronaro *
Marie Anne Mignone
Jonathan Moll
Ali Neagaip Mubarez
Mark O. Pachas
Alana N. Pagano
Melissa Anne Palladino **
George M. Paragham *
Sarah Marie Ross
Jessica Scarcella *
Laura N. Silecchio
Benjamin Silfen **
Nicole M. Stern
Michael Donald Thornton *
Melissa Tinaphong
Paul Vincent Valentino
Stephanie Josephine Vlismas

Teacher Education Honors Academy
Mercedes Chow
Tamara Galkovska
Jacqueline Garriga *
Sahidatu Issaka
Lindsey Mednick
Deja Mullings
Maria Pellegrino *
Erica Riccardella
Marci Richmond
Raechel Strobel **

Associate in Applied Science
Iwona Allam *
Dania Alwari
Alexa Antonacci
Arnel S. Aromin
Sean Bailer
Rashmi Balkaran
Tatiyana Balon
Irina Barahman
Danielle L. Bartow
Kristina L. Basle
Caryn Boland
Cori Bopp
Diane Bright
Nicole Marie Butler
Katherine Cambria
Frederick R. Cappetta
Eddie Cardona
Jacqueline Deanne Carulli
Christina Keli Ann Casciano
Jane Cenatiempo
Monica C. Christian
Peter Caravino
Collette Clarke-Hinds
Adisatu A. Colandra
Robert Joseph Corcoran
Kathryn Lynn Creely
Maureen E. Cummo
Jonathan Cvelic
Margaretmary A. Darling **
Catherine E. DeRosa **
Rohan Asika Dharmasena
Valerie A. DiGenova
Leonard Bernard Donegan, Jr.
Maria D’Onofrio
Kimberly Doyle
Barbara Dunn **
Angela Errico
Emily Kate Fernandez
Catherine Ferrigno
Candice Marie Ficalora
Dana Fisher
Gina Ann Fiumefreddo
JUNE 2011

Samantha M. Florio
Marcia Marie Gambale
David Lee Gonzalez ***
Justin Christopher Goon
Kathryn Gilbransen
Roshika N. Goonawardena
Meagan Grillo
Charity Horrilleno
Rachel Howard
Mirgana G. Hoxha
Lise Britt Hoydal
Jenny Huynh
Agnieszka Jaczynski **
Kesha James
Mirena Khaimova *
Erica Khanna *
Pearl Klein
Tuwaín Kolleh
Irina Kotlyar
Yao Kra
Muamet Kurtisi
Michael L. Levine
Vlada Lyzhina *
Vini Malave
Bertha Kapambala Mambwe
Rachel Margalit *
Emily Olga Miranda
Jonathan Moll
Ali Neagaip Mubarez
Jamie Murphy
Steve Nelson
Okechukwu Okoronkwo
Cora-Ann O'Regan *
Angela Marie Ortiz ***
Samuel Ortiz, Jr.
George M. Paragham *
Maria Parente
Moses Peters
Vera Poskotina
Nicolé Josephine Prota
Yuliya Rabkina
Caitlin Amanda Raleigh
Ofelia Cariness Garcia Reyes
Tiffany Joy Roberts
Michael D. Saadi
Samantha Scardino
Jetmir Sela
Drenusha Selimaj
Jensine Shaw
Chrisanthya Silva
Kristina Espiritu Sixon
Maureen Smith-Pickering
Denise Spoto
Linda Tang
Emily Ann Todaro
Leones Becky Trinity
Sabina Tser
Joseph M. Unrein

Teresa Unrein
Nancy Venezia
Stacey Viciere
Michael A. Vigliotti
Sanela Vukic *
Melody Waide
Malikah Nadiyah Weston
Da Na Yi
Roger Y. Young
Suleman Zahid

Associate in Arts
Ilona Abramovich
Jasmin Abueila
Krystin Alec Aguilera
Andrea Albert
Sarah B. Alexis
Esther Aliotta *
Alexandra Altiieri
Marina Alvarez
Rachel L. Armenia
Ruth Victoria Arsenec-Smith
Salvatore Balistreri
Dominick P. Balsamo
Gregory Baxter
Eugenia Otchere Bediako
Nicole Sable Bell
Erick Christopher Berrios
Nancy Beshara
Alexandra G. Birmingham
Madeline Bislig
Liana B. Boddie
Mary Ellen Borg *
Tomasz Piotr Borowiec
Nico Danielle Bravata
Danielle Marie Brooks
Ila Elizabeth Brown
Susanna Camaj
Fanta Camara
John T. Campione
Stephanie Capellan
Edgar David Carvajal
Janine M. Catania
Chryslal Chino
Danielle Theresa Ciaramello
Anthony J. Collica
Jose A. Colon
Toni Colucci
Caitlin Ann Condon
Coryanne Cook
Francesca D. Cordone
Deryn Frances Cro
Chelsea M. Cutrona
Sadiya Danilova
Noor E. Daoud
Lucille Davidson
Rachel Christina De Bruin
JUNE 2011

Marichris Dela Cruz
Dawn M. Derbyshire
Flavia Alexandra Di Bartolo
De Anna Dlug
Kristin Durante
Adam M. El-Maaday
Eric Fedele
Jeffrey Craig Ferrari
Jessica Ferrugio
Jenna Victoria Fevola
Larita Candice Finisterre
Paul Joseph Foote
Altina Frangu
Yin Cheong Fung
Anthony Michael Galati
Deidra Gallagher
Josephine Amy Gambino
Andy Gil
Dominique A. Gitto
Christina Gobrial
Kristin K. Golat
Brian A. Gonzalez
Malinda Gordy
Audrey Graves *
Sarah Greenidge
Elizabeth Denise Greicco
Alicia Guisao
John J. Gulizia
Nikki Gulizia
Jessica Guzman
D'Andre Lynterius Hamilton
Steven Hamm
Sungitha Hasham ***
Jessica Jimenez
Jehad M. Joseph
Michele Kelley
Donald J. Kiernan, Jr.
Kelli Lyn Knapp
Olya Konstantinidis ***
Virginia Kouros
Jillian Laub
George Francis Lauro
Hankyu Lee
Kristin D. Lenzo *
Melissa Denise Levine
Valira Lewis
Nunziata Lombardo
Danielle L. Lopez
Glorivee Lopez
Maxwell T. Lunde
Amanda Marie Magana
Marco Thomas Manomat
Giancarlo Carmine Maratea
Elizabeth Michelle Marino
Gabrielle Martinez
Vanessa Martinez
Christopher Matarazzo
Norma Matos-Jackson
Lisa Mary Mattera *
April Lashaun Mays
Tiffany Marie Mazio
Shameka C. McKenzie
Alma Rosa Medina *
Tara J. Meiners *
Christine Menake
Brenda Mercedes Mendez
Alex B. Menjivar
Megan Ann Minadeo
Gabrielle Minucci
Doris Paola Miranda
Mary Mitchell **
Ahmed Moftaf
Monique Marie Mongiove
Kelly Rose Moore
Jesus Manuel Morales
Jessica Mucciariello
Janette Murray
Kasuni Hasara Nanayakkara *
Kouame N'Gueissan
Michael O'Callaghan **
Janice Ojeda
Paul A. Olivier
Jason O'Neill
Nina Orobinskaya
Maria Palazzo
Ashley Marie Palumbo
Sabrina Pardo
Laura Parnizari
Jason S. Passalaqua
Allyson Eileen Pawloski *
Anbelica Maria Pellegriti
Victoria Rose Pepitone
Christian Ronica Phillips
Angelica C. Pinto
Albulena Prellvukaj
Ghitana Raife
Laura Ramirez-Cain
Vincent Michael Randazzo
Danielle Marie Recinitti
Christina L. Reyes
Nicole L. Reyes
Daniel E. Riccardelli
Erica A. Riveccio
Lorene D. Roberts
Cassandre Roche
Doron Roth
Anthony James Ruggiero
Mark Anthony Ruiz
Maria Russo
Laurenne Anne Saad
Michele Sangiorgio
Justin M. Sarachik
Margaret Mary Scalesci
Kristina Marie Schipani ***
Kwame Nunya Segbawu
Craig J. Small ***
JUNE 2011

Megan Marie Smith
Isabel Sosa
Richard Joseph Spampinato
Gina Ann Spiro
Kadeem Stephen
Kourtney Veronica Stewart
Dafina Strikcami
Kirby D. Tejeda
Christopher M. Terranova
Michael Donald Thornton *
Kori Elizabeth Tjornhom *
Jessica M. Torres
Casey R. Troeller
Jacinta Y. Tucker
Nicolette Velez
Chemille N. Warren
Spencer Andrew Welhous
Marilyn D. Williams
Magdalena Wisniowska ***
Tishana E. Wright
Paula Yee
Mohamed Z. Yousef

Associate in Science

Christina Rose Flynn
Vincent Giambalvo
Shaimaa Hegazy
Robert Holminski
Richard Leem
Kimberly A. Leonard-Awuku
Katiria Lopez
Rose Fenise Oge
Sheena Rose Sowlakis
Shany Vigdorchik

Bachelor of Arts

Leyla Abasova *
Monica Abdelmalek
Edward Abrams
McCall Adams
Olalekan Afolabi *
Abosede Ajayi
Alma Ajdinovska
Andrea Albert-Jones
Louis R. Algarin
Christabel C. Amadi *
Maryana Andreiko
Angelica E. Artemis
Sandra A. Asaro *
Alan Arthur Aurelia
Vincent Balestriere *
Danielle M. Balestrino *
Lindsey Anne Barber
Steven Barletta
Lonnie M. Baron

Matthew Bartels
Artur Bash
Elisa Battista
Jonathan Andrew Beckman
Tina Marie Bellochio
Toni A. Benino
Marissa Alaine Bennett
Latifa Ashaki Benson
Ewelina Bere **
Vadim Berger
Vivian C. Berman
Kimberly R. Bisulca
Shaquana K. Bostic
Elizabeth Boston **
Katherine Brandt
Joanne Brennan ***
Sharon Venise Brown
Anna Brzezinski **
Kristin Taylor Burns
Angella Caban *
Jennifer Lynn Caggiano
Jenna M. Calderon ***
Rafael Ivan Calderon
Daniel K. Campbell
Peter Candrilli
Erica Cano
Besart Capa
Lesly M. Carrazas
Vincent A. Carbellano
Isabella Cardona **
Joseph Thomas Carlucci
Jennifer Cuchie Carrion
Nicolette Danielle Castellano
Dana Marie Catalano
Janine M. Catala
Maria Catierie
Beth Cefalu
Rosanna Cefalu
Mong Ian Chang *
Zachary T. Chapman
Ayeshaa Chaudhry
Kristina Chechel *
Naheesa Georgia Chin
Maria Cilento
Alexa Jordan Cimbal
Lauren Ashley Girami
Jillian Clemente *
Megan Judith Coleman
Miguel G. Commissiong
Gina Contarino
Kelly Cooper
Sasha K. Cooper
Robert Joseph Corcoran
Francesca D. Cordone
Giangelozio Cordone
Nicole Cossu
Frances Crote
JUNE 2011

Angela M. Cruz
Julyse A. Migan-Gandonou Cu
Kristen Cucurullo
Noel L. Cullen
Brian Gerard Cunningham
Lauren Cara Cybulskta
Nicholas Dalonzo *
Jennifer De Rosa
Jenna Decker
Melvin Armando DeJesus *
Marichris dela Cruz
Demetrius George Dermanis
Mark Derry
Lauren Di Dio
Kimberly M. DiGregorio
Casey Diker
Anthony Di Pietro *
Danielle Discala
Vildana Djeka
Djordje Dojcinovic
Nicole Thomas Drakontis
Aurora L. Ellis *
Adam M. El-Maadawy
Maha Elsheemy
Candice Chanel Everett
Lori C. Faicco
Danielle Fanale *
Lucila Margarita Farfan-Narcisse *
Teresa Farina
Allysa M. Fazio
Roman Fedkowskyj
Jessica E. Fenton
Karissa M. FeraioIo
Laura Ferrara
Rene Lynette Ferrara *
Gregory Marc Festo
Sonia Hortencia Fiallos
Jehoma Fida
Alexandra Leigh Fink
Brittany A. Fiorillo
Danielle Fischer
Gerard E. Forte
Jose Fortuna
Allysha Latina Francis
Paul Gregory Friedman ***
Suzanne Marie Galati
Rose Grace Galea
Lisamarie Gambino
Michelle Gardella **
George V. Gargiso
Debra A. Gaygusuz
Theresa Ann Gerard
Dana Patricia Giallorenzo
Krystine Giammarino *
John Gilmore
Joseph Anthony Giunto
Josephine Rosalia Giurdanella
Daniel Edmund Golat
Joshua H. Goldberg
Jessica Goldstone *
Alina Golofayeva
Linda Gomez *
Patricia A. Gonnella *
Amanda K. Gonzalez
Brian A. Gonzalez
Christine Granata
Natalie Gratkowski ***
Angela Estelle Gray
Matthew Cararone Greger
Kim Y. Grullon
Elizabeth Guarino
Jennifer Ann Guinta **
Zoya Gul
Joanna Hammoudi *
Margaret Elaine Hampton
Maggy Hanna
Andrea Hansen *
M espa Haque
Madalene Harden **
Intissar Hasan **
Elaine Henney *
Sean Hennessy **
Sarah Elise Hennig *
Thomas B. Herron
Jade Hession *
Robert T. Hill
Alison Holtermann
Melissa Brevin Horne ***
Dianne Horning
Stephanie Christine Hunt
Ernesta Hysa
Marina Ilnickis **
Danielle Marie Jacovino *
Sabha Jawad
Crystal Carla Jimenez
Elisett Jimenez
Scarlett Jimenez
Caitlin Elizabeth Johnson *
Nadia Kader
Erin Ashley Kammerer
Kristen Kaplan
Danielle Karasinski
Michele Kelley
Dana Sue Kenefick
Mleeka Khan
Renata Khanis
Jaba Khvedelidze
Jonathan Kiefer
Sean Thomas Kilcullen
Sara Kim
Zara Tristen Kittel
Joanna Kluik **
Besim Kodraj
Richard M. Kotula
JUNE 2011

Monica Kumar
Alisa Kundel
Ashley Kuruvilla *
Elizabeth Ann LaGiusa
Maria Lago
Kristina Laktionova
Stephanie Lama
Christina Landolfi *
Ashley Marie Lane
Jeanette M. Lane *
Nicole Marie Langford
Emelida Larios Leon
Steven Ronald Larsen
Jillian Laub
Margaret Lauro *
Dmitriy Lazarev **
Elena D. Leggio
Florjana Lela
Qing Li **
Sherra Li
Michael Libert *
Ruth Lieberman
Mai May Lin
Andrea Lindell
Vincent Loiodice
Gina V. Lombardo
Monica Lucarini *
Kristi A. Lucchesi
Giacomo Lucchetti
Gershia D. Lynch
Matthew Lynch
Nicole Macri
Candice F. Maiorana
Louisa Mancini
Christina Mannarino
Kathleen Mannion
Lisa Marie Marcello
Joy Rose Marchica
Anthony Marciente
Michael V. Margarella *
Lisa A. Marino
Judy Marquez
Rosemarie Marronaro *
Karen Andrea Martes
Sade’ K. Martin
Eden A. Martinez
Jaime R. Marzan
Michael V. Maslankowski **
Christopher Matarazzo
Kristine Michelle Mattiole
Alison Mauro *
Peter Mauro
Teresa Rita Mayer
Lori Ann Mazzaola
Adrienne McAllister
Tannesha Marie McKoy
Danielle Marie McLaughlin *
Laurie Anne McLoughlin
Alma R. Medina *
Stephanie Amanda Medina
Kaitlyn M. Meilak
Tara J. Meiners *
Krystal Mena
Kayla Stacey Mera
Alyssa M. Merola *
Dominique Merola
James Peter Miller *
Renee L. Mills **
Emily M. Minchin
Christine Michele Minieri
Christianna Miranda
Regina Nicole Mireau
Mairi Mirochnik
Marissa Misiti *
Asimina Mitilineos
Maryrose Mongelli
Priscilla Montero
Alicia M. Morales
Audra Nicole Morales
Danielle Patricia Morella
Gary J. Mulligan *
Miriam Muniz-Colon *
Thomas F. Munks
Jacqueline Marie Murphy
Lorraine Ellen Murphy
Carla Musacchio *
Dijana Musovic
Yana Naoumov
Frank Patrick Napolitano
Michelle Lucy Nastacio **
Chelsea P. Nasti
Viviana Nativo
Jill Neary *
Megan Irene Nellis
Lovicia Starr Newsome ***
Valbona Neziri
Jessica Marie Ng ***
Vanessa T. Nguyen
Ngozi Florence Nnaji
Deanna Christie Nobriga
Halley Nolasco
Anthony Z. Norman
Madeline Nunez
Alexsandra Ogurtsova
Christine O’Kane
Kaasara O. Oladele
Giselle Olivares
Andrew H. Oppenheimer
Mayra A. Orellana
Ashley Orloski
Maguina Ormeno
Nina Orobinskaya
Adam Ali Osman
Fatmazohra Ouaaz
JUNE 2011

Andrea Elena Valladares
Maria Valonzo *
Elmer Vargas
Stephanie M. Vargas
Jenna M. Veech **
Diana Verbovetskaya
Nicole Ginette Verde
Amanda M. Verner
Esther Vezzuto
Valente Villarreal
Diana Melissa Villela
Stephanie Josephine Vlismas
Jennifer Nicole Volpe
Tiffany Marie Watson
Gary Robert White
Nancy Maria Williams
Victoria Rachel Williams
Gail Wodkiewicz ***
Kenny Wu
Esther Ruth Young
Joseph A. Zagame
Tiziana Zagami
Amber Zaidi
Maria Lucia Zappone
Karina Zenkova
Blerina Korbeci Zhezha

Bachelor of Science
Kristi June Abbatemarco
Mishal Abdelhaq
Mohammad Abdelrazeq *
Kalpita Abhyankar *
Luz Abreu
Jennifer Marie Adamo
Nadeem Aftab *
Anthony James Aglio
Nazmul Ahsan
Asad Akhtar
Dana Alacha
Oluwatoyin Alafe
Kerlin Alendry
Latresi Francine Alexander
Colson Alexis
Richard Louis Algarin *
Zakhia Ali
Waleed Amer *
Mariam Amjed
Melinda Andrade
Brittney N. Arnold
Phoebe Arriesgado
Khalid Bakkas
Dea Balili
Matthew Baranek
Paul Barry
John M. Barsoum
Tatyana Basanskaya
Lev Bekker *
Nicholas Charles Bentivegna
Christine M. Beshara *
Yvonne Biney
Natalie Birkin
Eugene Birman
Daniel Bivona
Lauren Heather Blaine
Easton Blake
Philip John Bocchino
David Michael Bochicchio
Alyssa Ann Bono *
Grace G. Boone
Shirley Borno
Alban Borovci
Amanda Victoria Boyle
Jeff Keith Brady
Louis Jason Branfman
Seth A. Brawer
Annie Breen
Kenneth Donald Browne *
Michele Lina Bufalino
Sharon Burhart *
Hillary Kim Burns
Pavel Buyanov
Vladislav Bykov
Norela P. Cadavid
Qingzhen Cai
Pearl S. Cales
Alyson Kaye Cancilla
John Frank Candela
Nicole Marie Candela
Stefanie Candelario
Brian Canizio
Jacquelyn Cannizzo **
Hanghai Cao
Christina Cassandra Carannante *
Thomas Carfagna
Anthony Peter Carollo
Wanda Carter
Anthony C. Caruso
Tyrone Cassara
Lauren M. Castellano
Joseph A. Ceddia
Jinnie Cha
Justin Chacko *
Raymond Chan
Mong Ian Chang *
Mamaie K. Charyoe
Maryam Chaudhry
Naghma Chaudhry
Disha Chauhan
Anna D. Chechurina
Yelena Chekoff ***
Jerry Chen
Colin Cheung
Vincent H. Cheung
JUNE 2011

Elio Chianetta
Mercedes Chow
Monica C. Christian
Kwok Kui Chung
Michael Gerard Ciluffo
Michael Cirriniello
Shannon E. Clark
Louise Coberland
Dominique Cofield
Gladys Colon
Michael Thomas Connolly
Douglas Scott Convissor
Nicole Marie Cook
Christopher Thomas Corcoran
Melinda Theresa Corrado *
Kimberly Cortes
Ana Cortez
William Corvino
Christopher Costantino
Meagan Crapanzano
Maricruz Criollo
Ibrahim Hassan Dagher
Frank Damiano
Lori DeAngelo *
Valerie Michelle DeAngelo **
Edward John Delahunt
Michael DellUniversita
Peter Dellegrazie
Joseph A. DiCaro
Devon Robert DiCasoli
Angela C. DiCostanzo
Vincent DiGiovanni
Maximillian John Dobson
Andi Doci
Elena Donchenko ***
Kristi L. Draper
Ilirjana Duka **
Christina Dunne
William Randolph Edell
Carolyn Edwards
Hayat Elatioui *
Fadee Elder
Fatmira Elezovski ***
Alexa Cristine Elisson
Sal Emelin
Michael Ayoola Esho
Stephen Fagan
Amanda A. Falco *
Christopher M. Fama
Nancy K. Fanelli
Christina Fatuzzo
Jason David Feal
Amanda Fedak
Michael Ferrandino **
Frank S. Fertitta III
Andrew Fine
Julianne Fishman
Kerri Flagello
Anthony Flotta
Melissa Foo
John Martin Freisen
Arianna C. Freyre *
David Eduardo Galeano
Tamara Galkovska
Christian Andres Garabedian
Jacqueline Garriga *
Vadim Gekker
Maria C. Gentile
Lisa Marie Gino
Michael Francis Gioscia
Antwan G. Girgis
Galitano Gjoni
Mark Steven Glennerster
Korab Gilloixhani
Ingrid Godfrey
Ricardo A. Gomez
James Paul Gonsky
Marc Rubin Gontarski
Ronel C. Gonzales
Brian A. Gonzalez
Dario Gonzalez, Jr.
David Lee Gonzalez ***
Roshika Goonawardena
Charles Graffeo
Ilya Grayzel
Robert E. Guash
Jacqueline S. Gurrieri
Bielka Gutierrez
Tomasz Damazy Hajbert
Paul V. Handog ***
Ani Haxhini
Keener He
Joseph M. Henriquez
Nyeshia L. Hines
Dan Hoizner ***
Linda Horn *
Liang Hu
Yongxia Huang *
Anum Humayun
Amalia H. Hunter
Mingdong Huo
Zaid Hussain
Annam Hussaini
Jenny Huynh
Henry Jovanny Isaac
Sayeed Ishmael
Mohammad Khairul Islam
Ibtsam Ismail
Simon Israelov
Sahidatu Issaka
Malgorzata Jacak
Nikita Jain
Eliza Jarzabek
Katherine A. Jimenez
JUNE 2011

Tony Boshi Jin *
Guy Arnauld Tefegue Kadji *
Thomas John Kafkalas
Alexander Kanaev
Ilan Z. Kanzas
Brian Michael Kateman ***
Dimitry Kaushanskiy
Wajdi A. Khalil
Asad A. Khan
Rokyatu Kiawu
James Kingsley
Steven Klein
Elliot George Klinovsky
Alma Klobocishta
Nurana Klobocista
Anna Kogan
Merita Kolarevic
Martin A. Kollek
Diana Kosov
Irina Kotlyar
Sergey Kotlyar
Stanley Kotowski
 Lukasz P. Krawiec *
 Rajindra Lasantha Kumarage
 Bernadeta Konar
 Dean H. Kunjirwa **
 Muamet Kurtisi
 Hang Yu Kwong
 Praveen K. Lal ***
 Kenny Lam *
 Weida Lam **
 Christopher Andrew Langelotti
 Joseph Larkin
 Martin N. Larrosa
 Ming Chung Lau
 Marissa Ann Lauria
 Jamarow Shawn Le Flore
 Rina A. Lema
 Eugene Lempert ***
 Michael L. Levine
 Sonia Elizabeth Levine
 Nicholas G. Litos
 Yonghe Liu
 Daniela Rita LoFaso
 Danielle Lobosco
 Jerry M. Lombardo
 Christina M. Love
 Zhuoxiong Lu
 Jing Lu-Hsieh *
 Dana Lufrano
 Qimei Luo **
 Desmond Ly
 Francis W. Madaia
 Jon Dennis Mahoney
 Aleksey Makhlis
 Shamila Malik
 Stephen Alphonse Marascia

Charles Marchese
Dmitry Markovich *
Courtney D. Marmion
Daniel J. Marsillo
John Elio Martelotti
Ibraheam M. Masoud
Steven Mazovetskiy *
Krzysztof Mazurek
Adrienne McAllister
Chelsea Holly McCauley
Joseph McClean
Yolanda McClelland *
Joshua Thomas Medina
Lindsey Ilana Mednick
Maylin Clarissa Mejia
Ensela Mema **
Pliona Mendelevich
Stacy Messina
Kevin L. Michel
Marie Anne Mignone
Yewande Mikoku
Regina Miller ***
Samuel Alphonso Mills
Giuseppe Milo
Jonathan Moll
Quintin Monsanto
Christian Montervino
Audra Nicole Morales
Catherine Morelli
Lawrence Christopher Morello
Eugene Moretti
Leonid Mosenko
Ghislain Olivier Mteoua
Ali Neagaip Mubarez
Deja Mullings
Lateice Munnerlyn
Taro Murano
Meghan C. Murphy
Tracey J. Murtha
Joyce Siima Mushumbusi
Diana D. Narepecha
Tanya Nelipa
Jamie Marie Nelson
Ada Ng
Antoinette Arlette Noah
Gabriel A. Norero
Jeiner Alberto Noriega
Jessica O'Brien
Monsurat W. Odeneye
Paa Kwesi Odom-Tawiah
Agnes Ifeoma Ojeh
Ronald John Oliva
Jennifer Marie Oliver
Gene E. Oliveri
Bonnie M. Olsen **
Christina Osgood
Fatmazohra Ouaaz
JUNE 2011

Master of Arts in Cinema and Media Studies
Eelan Tung
Cynthia Lizeth Turcios
Jacek Urbanik
Justin M. Valentin
Christine N. Van Cott
Anthony S. Vignola
Gabriella Villarruel
Olga Vishneva *
Teresa R. Vitale
Hassan Wafa
Jacklyn Kangqui Wang
Charles Watson
Daniel M. Watson
Sara Wei
Albert Weston, Jr.
Brianne Whytock *
Beverly Abiola Williams
Matthew W. Worrell
Li Ai Wu
Shun Ai Wu
Naureen Wysocki **
Wing Xu
Christie Lee Yates *
Ye Ye
Ivan Yermolayev
Jae Yeum
Boris Yevseyev
Kyle Andrew Yocum
Wai Wa Yu
Edgar Yuen *
Kathryn F. Zahakos
Christine Zaroura
David Zeltser
Yi Mei Zhang
Xiao Ying Zhao
Lizhang Zhou
Jenna Zichittella
Steve Zorbas
Henry Zou
Kaitlin A. Zulch

Master of Arts in English
Warrick James Bell
Rosemarie Civitano
Mary Lisa D’Orio
Jennifer B. Hermus
Laura Elisa Loiacono
Sarah Elizabeth Nicoll
Melissa Christine Orlando
Lori Ann Petrarca

Master of Arts in History
Joseph Charles Borelli
Louise A. DeMeo
Stephanie A. Fazio
Eileen Melnik Gupta
Debbie-Ann Erica English-Paige
Giovanni Herran
Brian James Profilio

Master of Arts in Liberal Studies
Linda Barbato
Erica Lynn Buell
Eddie Deleon
Kara Therese Denora
Stanley Junior Drouillard
Dominic N. Fiduccia
Mallory Furia
Andrew J. Gellerman
Gennady Gerovich
Lorraine J. Hildebrand
Dorey Frances Houle
Susan Lynn Marinelli
Ariel Castillo Moncada
Brianna Paige Olivetti
Christine Quinton
Kimberly Ann Strickler

Master of Science in Adolescence Education
Dana Albanese
Rachael D. Albanese
Nilsa Sophronia Alston
Lefkothea Athanasatos
Elaine Yu Yan Cheung
Chris-Ann Corsini
Jarda Louise Crane
Matthew Devlin
Julia Dimant
Michael D’Onofrio
Olympia Grace Filosa
Isana Gitsis
Paul A. Guercio

Stamatios Dimitropoulos
Kristie Lynn Falco
Maria Frolik
Paul K. Gierman
Ellen Grasso
Halil Gundogdu
Jonathan F. Liquori
Thomas A. Maresca
Frances Mitlieri
Moshe Shushan
JUNE 2011

Dana Frances Haitkin
Francesca Heller
Michael Hemsworth
Shija James
Naomi Ruth Kabalkin
Emily Elizabeth Krause
Annelise Lierurance
Hidajet E. Ljubanovic
Antonia Maniatakos
Falyen Denver Morales
Felice Muller
Laura Anne Pagano
Jennifer Pakulniewicz
Allmira Perovic
Joanna Pettet
Lisa Marie Quagliariello
Donald J. Ritter
Thomas John Six, Jr.
Christine M. Sloan
Tenaya K. Perry-Tomblin
Frank J. Wessels

Master of Science in
Adult Health CNS/NP
Cherrisse Catherine Bunch
Joy T. Mullen

Master of Science in
Adult Health Nursing
Victoria Feldman
Cheryl Andrea Hart
Ancy C. Palakunnel
Doris Bourdon-Rivera

Master of Science in
Biological Sciences
Alicia Marie Leo

Master of Science in
Business Management
Jessica Lynn Amoia
Adam Birnbaum
Anthony Joseph DeMartino
Amany Ahmed Helal
Patrick T. Santangelo
Maya A. Shekdar

Master of Science in
Childhood Education
Jessica Ashton
Jillian Michael Aver
Adam C. Babits
Maria Evelyn Balestrieri
Stephanie Ann Bartlett
Justine Rose Bello
Karen M. Bellloch
Christine Michelle Bonner
Gina Brown
Cynthia Brown-Sweeney
Nicholas J. Buttaro
Victoria Lynn Carollo
Tanya M. Caroselli
Lisa J. Carp
Kristine Caruso
Marisa Ann Celovsky
Siwon Choi
Laura Ann Cincotta
Danielle Cipriano
Jessica D. Ciulla
Tonianna Cusumano
Lourdes Quial D'Alessio
Karen E. DeMartini Doherty
Kimberly Diaz
Lisa Marie DiMassa
Mary Fabrizio
Danielle Fappiano
Lauren N. Feuer
Karla G. Flynn
Kim Emily Goins
Gina Marie Guarneri
Stephanie Hayes
Brandice Heller
Kathleen E. Helm
Huda A. Jawad
Abdul Majid Kamara
Deanna King
Amanda M. La Cava
Vanessa Catherine Laudando
Majlinda Ljkovic
Debra Lynn Mackey
Sasha Ann Maluk
Nadine Leigh Matteo
Andrea Michele Meise
Nicole Miraglia
Kelly Monahan
Christine Mooney
Natasha Nakia Moore
Mandy Suk Man Ng
Thomas M. Norris
Jachlyna Melissa Osorio
Anna Marie Pesce
Elizabeth Petitto
Danise Marie Pimpinella
Brianne E. Previti
Stephanie N. Prucha
Megan Marie Rehberg
Justine Renelle
Christina Nicole Ricci
Courtney Sage
Kimberly Dawn Salfarlie
Lana Slavutsky
Ryan A. Stander
Melissa Renea Steele
Caitlin Ryan Strype
Patricia A. Tardy
Nora L. Teasley
Czarleen A. Thompson
Gina Marie Valerio
Kayla M. Walsh
Kristen Watters
Clorice I. Williams
Jane Elizabeth Zagami

**Master of Science in Computer Science**

Darshit Harendrabhai Desai
Mohamed Mahmoud
Roberto Ocasio, Jr.
Khushbu Rajendra Rupani
Shaindra Singh Sooknauth

**Master of Science in Environmental Science**

James Alexander Bunkiewicz
Stephen John Cherepany
Illekuttige Manji N. Fernando
Meghan Heuser
Bate Ning
Michael K. Ochieng
Sadou Ongoiba
Amanda Michelle Rollizo
Daniel George Spadaro

**Master of Science in Neuroscience**

Sheby Abraham
Robert Assini
Sarah Michelle Baggett
Christen Jade Carute
Alexandra Emma Marsillo
Anna Matthews
Francoise F Sidime
Meghan C. Sharp
Zu Qi Su
Kate Lyn Weidner

**Master of Science in Special Education**

Anna Amber
Talika Andrews
Gihan Ateia

**Stephanie Barchitta**
**Ann Marie Caccese**
**Maria Nicole Cambria**
**Ishita Chowdhury**
**Allison R. Ciccolella**
**Lori L. Commer**
**Stephanie Marie Cordova**
**Melody A. DePierro**
**Jessica M. D’Esposito**
**Andria DeVito**
**Susan Jocelyn Emanuele**
**Marie Christine Fago**
**Melissa Farro**
**Diana Fozailow**
**Heather L. Geissler**
**Maggie K. Grady**
**Katheriner Jane Hunter**
**Brittany Mara Jarvis**
**Saude Kovacevic**
**Jaclyn Kutza**
**Anna Elena Leggio**
**Christina M. Licitra**
**Natasha L. Marrapodi**
**Shana Maya**
**Catherine Messina**
**Faye Michalakos**
**Stephanie Mininni**
**Allison M. Orbes**
**Stephanie Perratore**
**Sahar Rimawi**
**Anthony Rodriguez**
**Tania Rae Sanchez**
**John Anthony Scarso**
**Diane Silvestri**
**Martyna Anna Sobczyszyn**
**Keri Ann Thompson**
**Kristi Viera**
**Jessica Lauren Vigliotti**

**Sixth-Year Professional Certificate**

Carmen Mercado
Ancy C. Palakunnel
Shyla Roshin
Barbara Ann Schiano
# CSI RECIPIENTS OF CUNY DOCTORAL DEGREES*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Candidate’s Name</th>
<th>Mentor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carla Almonte</td>
<td>Dr Richard Veit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corinne Atlak</td>
<td>Dr Robert Freedland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Barberesi</td>
<td>Dr Maureen Becker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Bonadonna</td>
<td>Dr Maria Knikou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi-Sing Chum</td>
<td>Dr Xiaowen Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah Cohen</td>
<td>Dr Fred Naider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sukanta Dolai</td>
<td>Dr Krishnaswami Raja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nausheen Haroon</td>
<td>Dr Robert Freedland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maksim Iolin</td>
<td>Dr Maria Knikou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuanxi Liao</td>
<td>Dr Qiao-Sheng Hu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ardana Marisenovic</td>
<td>Dr Robert Freedland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie Martin</td>
<td>Dr Richard Veit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amit Mogha</td>
<td>Dr Probal Banerjee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vadim Plaxine</td>
<td>Dr Zaghloul Ahmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefanie Sgarlato</td>
<td>Dr Maureen Becker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leo Song</td>
<td>Dr Zaghloul Ahmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alesia Tanios</td>
<td>Dr Zaghloul Ahmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarek Wegiel</td>
<td>Dr Probal Banerjee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tim White</td>
<td>Dr Richard Veit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chenming Xue</td>
<td>Dr Shi Jin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The College of Staten Island participates in the CUNY Consortial Doctoral Programs.*
AUGUST 2011

The Verrazano School
Mohammad Baddad
Anthony Irizarry, Jr.
Paskualine Rrotani *

Associate in Applied Science
Peter J. Belloli
Matthew P. Surizon
Dominick A. Yarczower

Associate in Arts
Jacquelyn Ann Desiderio
Antoinette DiStefano
Yashanti Holman
Marwa Janini **
Marilyn Kasparian *
Edward Kim
George Limbrick-Zanleone
Elia Andrea Lopez
Francesca R. Maisano
Cristina Clavijo Marquez
Karen A. Minor
Emily Rachel Nicholson
Caitlin Lauren O’Toole
Marisol Pabon
Melissa Pascual
Frank Anthony Saulle
Zhi Hong Shu
Sheena Margaret Rose Stewart
Shariann Faith Sticker
Dana Ashley Vecchiarelli

Associate in Science
Sydone Melissa Burey

Bachelor of Arts
Nicole F. Aiello **
Joseph G. Amato
Christina Astuto
Clare Jamie Baran
Melissa R. Benitez **
David Carter Casagrande *
Lindsey Michelle Corletto **
Michael J. Cusimano
Jennifer Mary DeGiroldamo
Jennilee Dehoyos
Amanda Blair Delaney
Michael P. Delgado
Alison R. DiPierri
Christina DiStefano
Judith Carline Dolce *

William Fallon *
Pamela Fanizzi *
Angelica Marie Farin ***
Daniel Robert Fawcett
Jennifer M. Fitzgerald **
Alyssa Gale
Deidra Gallagher
Stephanie Anne Giano
Andrea E. Greene
Milka Milena Guariglia
John J. Gulizia
Anna Gutkaiss
Kristin Marie Hornedo
Diana Huseinovic
Christina Incontro
Anthony Irizarry, Jr.
James J. Johnson, Jr.
Natasha Kendall
Yi Jin Kim *
Danielle Sarah Lewit
John Lotito III
Yevgeniy Lyutin
Mindy Lee Mallis
Lilya Masevych *
Kym McCarthy
Kristin N. McLeer
Alan Mei
Marybeth Melendez *
Amanda E. Mercado *
Shalena M. Mines
Hira Mir
Jeannine Murphy
William M. O’Hagan
Janice Ojeda
Michele Olinsky ***
Olayinka Ajoke Olutosin
Elizabeth Marie Ortiz
Randi Ortiz **
Krystle Marie Pizarro
Albulena Prevlukaj
Denise Reich-Xipoportas
Shane Paul Reilly
Danielle Resciniti
Christopher Ribaudo
Jasmine Rodriguez
Mark Anthony Ruiz
Shon Samuel
Alessia Maria Rosa Savoia
Erica M. Scalfani
Melissa Ann Spear
Jeanette Taurozzi
Titianna T. Taylor
Alexandra Tesoriero
Valentina Tsvayner
Trevor Pierre Wilson
Renee’ P. Wood
AUGUST 2011

Paula Yee
Si Qiao Zhong

Bachelor of Science
Salem Abdallah
Wujie Abraham *
Yaa Fosuhemaah Afan
DanaMarie Alessio
Nadine Amir
Mohammad Baddad
Ronald Bettis
Rexhep Borova
Yousaf Butt
Mario Jose Caballero
Megan Victoria Caldwell *
Raymond Angelo Cardenas
Anam Chaudhry
Joseph Alexander Chin
Yen L. Chong
Zain Chuhtai
Jennifer Ann Dacey
Michael Christopher DeVaynes
Carina A. Episcopio
Ronny Frank Ferrara
Candice Marie Ficalora
Osama Saed Gheith
Timur Grapp
Natalia Hartwig *
Shaimea Hegazy
Rong Kun Huang
Rokel Jefferson
Diana Kaba
Sana Khawar
Kyriaki Kosmidou
Nicole Marie LaPolla
Irene Lopez
Sara A. Mansour
David Jason Merchant
Kimberly Meter **
Stefanie Lynn Mondido
Mohad E. Mosameh
Michelle Ng
Jihad Azzam Obeid
Don Geethanjali Maheshika
Padmaperuma
Daniel William Pagan
John M. Paolino, Jr.
Nitya Pareenja
Princy Mary Kallethiri Paulose *
Michael Politis
Thomas E. Reilly
Syed Zafar Basit Rizvi *
Yan Rozman
Paskualine Rrotani *
Monica Salazar

Ahmed R. Salem
Michael Rocco Schirripa
Svetlana Skobeleva **
Sophia Sunny
Gabriella Totino
Vanessa Tsang
Jenny Vergaro
Jason Wise
Joseph Michael Zagami
Yi Qi Zhong

Master of Arts in
Liberal Studies
James Andre Boylan
Obafemi Lateef Salau

Master of Science in
Adolescence Education
Robert Donald Cain
Joseph DiTrento
Margaret Sarah Monte-Leon

Master of Science in
Neuroscience
Franc Camps-Febrer
Allison G. Santora

Master of Science in
Childhood Education
Jessica L. Morabito
Jennifer Rose Zahtila

Master of Science in
Special Education
Chantal Ashley Ferrara
Monica Noemi Lachman

Sixth-Year Professional
Certificate
Danielle Albanese
Jennifer Epstein
Olga Gandlin
Kathleen Claire Kenny
Dennis Lee
Monica Anne Lonchick
Mark Louis Nigido
Ego Angela Onaga
Diana Venezia
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Biology
Charles Kramer, BS, MS, PhD

Business
Thomas Tellefsen, AA, BBA, MBA, PhD

Chemistry
John Olsen, BS, MS, PhD

Computer Science
Bernard Domanski, BS, MS, PhD

Education
David Bloomfield, BA, MPA, JD

Engineering Science and Physics
Syed Rizvi, BSEE, MS, PhD

English
Ashley Dawson, BA, MA, PhD

History
Jonathan Sassi, AB, MA, PhD

Library
Chief Librarian
Wilma Jones, AA, BA, MA, MA, PhD

Mathematics
John Verzani, BA, MS, PhD

Media Culture
Cindy Wong, BA, MA, PhD

Modern Languages
Jane Marcus-Delgado, BA, MA, PhD

Nursing
Mary O’Donnell, BS, MS, PhD, RN

Performing and Creative Arts
George Sanchez, MFA

Physical Therapy
Jeffrey Rothman, PT, EdD
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Vasilios Petratos, BA, PhD

Psychology
Kathleen Cumiskey, BA, MA, PhD

Sociology, Anthropology, and Social Work
Leigh Binford, BA, MA, PhD
The Academic Procession

Ceremonies at American colleges and universities go back to ceremonies at the universities of medieval Europe, which were closely linked with religious orders. Most teachers were members of the clergy; many students expected to take holy orders.

Academic costumes are derived from clerical dress. They also reflect rank: as ordinary clergymen wear less elaborate costumes than bishops, so undergraduates wear less elaborate costumes than professors. Then academic costumes, worn every day, were functional: hoods, for example, protected the head from cold and from inclement weather and dropped back onto the shoulders when not needed. Now hoods are ceremonial.

American academic costumes can be “read” for information. Bachelor’s gowns are simple, with modestly gathered sleeves that extend to the wrist. Master’s gowns have long kimono-like sleeves. Doctors’ gowns have full gathered sleeves with velvet bands. Bachelor’s hoods are small, master’s hoods are somewhat larger, and doctors’ hoods are knee-length. Today, instead of receiving hoods at commencement, undergraduates shift the tassels on their mortarboards from right to left when their degrees are conferred.

Most hoods have velvet borders whose color designates the academic fields of the wearers, as follows:

- white: arts and letters
- drab: business administration
- copper: economics
- orange: engineering
- brown: fine arts
- purple: law
- lemon: library science
- green: medicine
- pink: music
- light blue: pedagogy
- blue: philosophy (and other liberal arts)
- sage green: physical education
- gold: science
- scarlet: theology

Colored velvet also trims the front edges of doctors’ gowns.

Hoods are lined with the colors of the schools that grant the wearers’ degrees, sometimes a single color, sometimes two, one a field color and the other a chevron-shaped stripe. The colors of the College of Staten Island are maroon and royal blue; its master’s hoods have maroon as the field color, royal blue as the chevron color.

In recent years universities have adopted colored doctoral gowns to take the place of black gowns. Ordinarily these gowns use the field color of the institutions’ doctoral hoods: Columbia and Yale University gowns are a pale blue and a medium blue, for example, Harvard and Rutgers University gowns are crimson, New York University gowns are violet, Princeton University gowns are orange, and The City University of New York gowns are dark blue.
Academic processions, like religious processions, are organized hierarchically. Bachelor’s degree candidates come first, then master’s degree candidates, then faculty, then administrators, trustees, and honorary degree candidates. The president, who comes last, is preceded by a mace bearer. This order is reversed in recessions.

The College of Staten Island’s mace, dedicated in 1986 to mark the tenth anniversary of the College, was made by a Finnish-American silversmith, Veikko Huotari. The College’s seal is at the top above four ornaments: the seals of Staten Island Community College and Richmond College (its predecessor institutions), the symbol of the borough of Staten Island, and dolphins, the College’s mascot. The College’s motto, “Opportunity and Challenge,” encircles the neck of the mace’s shaft.